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Canadian discus thrower, Jason Tunks, gained international recognition at the Sydney Olympic Games where he finished in
sixth place.
Tunks qualified for the discus final on his second attempt, after a foul in the first round.
Despite the initial setback, Tunks was confident in his abilities and aimed to improve his world ranking and potentially win a
medal.
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Audio transcription

Frame # Time Spoken text
0. 00:00:00 Canada's Jason Tunks vaulted onto the world stage in the discus last year at the Olympic
1. 00:00:07 Games in Sydney when he finished in sixth place and Jason Tunks in qualification for
2. 00:00:13 the discus final easily made it on his second attempt.
3. 00:00:16 Jason had a foul in the first round where he just stepped out of the front of the circle.
4. 00:00:21 He knew that he could throw better and in this second round he did just that.

5. 00:00:25 Jason brings a lot of confidence coming into this final ranked number six in the world
6. 00:00:29 hoping to move up through the ranks to potentially be a medalist.
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